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T h e  wisest course may be simply to stop wasting oil 
and focus on energy efficiency. 

AO'S NEW REPORT on the world oil market negative premium. By systematically saving energy 
suggests that "insurance" against the risks of more cheaply than producing it, Americans could put 
uncertain oil prices and supplies would be as much as $200 billion a year back in their pockets. 

desirable. but costly and unattractive. T h e  report Proven, practical ways to do this are available; what's 
considers mainly supply-side insurance-getting more missing is the decision to use them. 
oil (or other fuels) from more places - on the premise 
that how much oil we need is largely beyond our own 
control, save under mandatory cutbacks in ernergen- 
cies. Efficiency: 

This article starts from a different premise: that 
0 a extren+iwide range, how much oil we w e d  is the quiet revolution 
not fate but choice. That  such flexibility exists has 
already been amply proven by past energy-efficiency 
gains that, with relatively little effort or federal support, 
quietly became so large that they are generally agreed to 
have chiefly ciwsed/the soft oil market that culminated 
in the 1986 price crash. Yet far more remains to bedone. 

America's most important, yet most overlooked, 
fuel resource-wringing more work from the energywe 
already have - can transform risks into opportunities, 

costs into savings, environmental damage into benefits, 
insecurity into lasting secwity, and political disputes 
into win-win solutions. Energy efficiency is not just a 
necessity for the transition beyond oil, and a superlative 
oil-insurance policy meanwhile; it's insurance with a 

T h e  efficiency revolution has taken place in so many 
millions of small, unglamorous places - an insulated 
attic here, a plugged steam leak there - that its full 
dimensions are seldom realized.' Yet by 1986, the 13- 
year-old "energy efficienq industryn wasproducingthe 
equivalent of fzo-fifihs more oilper year than the cetiftq- 
old oil industry was extracting. Moreover, oil has rising 
costs, falling output, and dwindling reserves, while 
efficiency has falling costs, rising output, and expand- 
ing reserves. As those reserves are exploited - as 
Americans "drill for oil" in their boilers, windows, and 
gas tanks - they are flooding the market with savings 
far too cheap for the Organization of Petroleum 
Exporting Countries (OPEC) to compete with. 

These savings can be realized so quickly that from 
1977 to 1985, the United States saved oil a t  an average 
rate of 5 percent per year, four-fifths faster than the 
economy grew and domestic oil output shrank. That's 
why oil imports fell throughout that period. Since 1973, 
the United States has gained 3.5 times as much new 
energy from savings, or at  least 3.8 times as much from 
savings and renewables combined, as it has lost from 
the decline in domestic hydrocarbon output. Even in 
1985 and 1986, Americans saved 78 percent more oil 
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and gas than was lost i n  domestic output. gets through the Strait of Hormuz: it is the only way to 
GAO's report describes how increased supplies of deliver Alaskan oil; it is largely accessible to saboteurs 

other fuels have helped to save oil. Yet more efficient but could be  very hard to mend; and the Army has 
use of energy has outpaced all net expansions of energy already declared it indefensible. Indeed, it has already 
supply since 1973 by more than 7 to 1 and, since 1979, been shot at, and bombed twice, but, fortunately, not 
by more than 13 to 1. From 1973 to 1986, the energy competently; apparently the attackers were more 
intensity of the Gross National Product (GNP) fell by interested in theater than in doing serious damage. 
one-fourth, its oil intensity by one-third, OPEC's In this light, the Strategic Petroleum Reserve, 
market share by one-half, and national energy bills by whose delivery system completely depends on three 
some $150 billionperyear. By 1986, the improvement in easily cut pipelines to vulnerable refineries, is disturb- 
national energy productivity since 1973 was equivalent ingly insecure. Oil stockpiles are essential, but they 
in annual output to 6.4 Alaskan North Slopes, or 12.8 should be in the forms and near the places where they 
times oil imports from the Persian Gulf, or 2.2 times will be needed. Future stockpiles should, in European 
total net U.S. oil imports. fashion, be of refined products (replaced periodically, 

Very little of this savings was due to lifestyle since they deteriorate with age), be far less centralized 
changes. T h e  average US. passenger car, for example, (so less is at risk per site), and be stored near -but a safe 
was driven only 6 percent fewer miles in 1986 than in distance from- major points of use. 
1973, despite 4% percent lower real gasoline prices. Supply interruptions are less likely, too, if we pursue 
Only 4 percent of automobile fuel savings from 1976 to friendly relations with major suppliers. Today, most 
1987 came from making cars smaller.2 But the technical US. oil imports come from the Western Hemisphere 
improvement in the car fleet from 13.3 to 18.3 miles per and Britain. T h e  share supplied by Mexico, Canada, 
gallon (mpg) amounted by 1986 to a new Alaska or and Venezuela may yell increase. Yet across a range of 
more than two Persian Gulfs. issues- immigration, debt, Nicaragua, acid rain, Arctic 

T h e  impressive energy savings of recent years rest protection, economic self-determination, cultural at- 
mainly on such simple things as caulk guns, duct tape, titudes - U. S. policy could hardly be better crafted to 
and lighter materials. Given today's powerful new make these three neighbors hold deep and lasting 
energy-saving technologies, the United States has grudges. Building solid long-term relationships is a 
barely scratched the surface of how much energy critical part of any oil "insurance policy." 
efficiency is available and worth buying. Rocky Moun- Even with good foreign relations, stockpiling, and 
tain Institute's ( M I )  latest analyses suggest that full diversification of suppliers, however, some risk of price 
use of the best oil-saving technologies either on or and supply shocks remains. Price fluctuations are 
entering the market would save roughly three-quartersof indeed unavoidable: Oil prices have behaved randomly 
alltheoilnow Ã§sed at an average cost below $10 a barrel. for nearly 90 years4 and, despite hedging in futures 
That's cheaper than finding new domestic oil, let alone markets, seem to be getting, if anything, more volatile, 
frontier oil or exotic substitutes. not less. This  is inherent in any market commodity, 

whether its supply is politicized and cartelized or not: 
T h e  price of oil is simply behaving as the prices of 

The need for oil insurance 

T h e  reasons GAO cites for concern about oil security 
are all valid. One-the riskof sabotage or terrorism-is 
understated, because it can occur not only in the 
Middle East but also here at home, cutting domesticfuel 
flows far larger than imports. Our 1981 analysis for the 
Defense Civil Preparedness Agency3 found that a 
handful of people could turn off three-fourths of the oil 
and gas suppliesto the eastern United States, for 
upwards of a year, in one evening's work, without even 
leaving Louisiana. T h e  Trans-Alaska Pipeline System 
is one of the gravest threats to national energy security: 
It carries several times as much oil as the United States 

wheat, copper, or sowbellies have always behaved. T h e  
only remedy is to invest so that, as  far as possible, one 
becomes indtferent to oil prices - and to dampen price 
volatility somewhat by ensuring that oil productivity 
improves faster than oil resources are depleted. 

Many who have an interest in exaggerating the  
residual risks of oil imports seek to substitute for trade 
(buyingforeign oil whenever it's cheaper than domestic 
oil) a very different prescription, which in a recent 
article5 we called by its right name - protectionism. 
This means resubsidizing domestic oil so it looks 
cheaper than foreign oil, or taxing foreign oil so it looks 
costlier than domestic oil, or both. Intervention in the  
oil market to drive users toward other fuels creates 
"interfuel distortions" that cause vast and unforeseea- 
ble mischief. Also, making domestic oil look artificially 
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cheap discourages its efficient UX. And worst, protect- 
ing domestic oil from competition by cheaper foreign 
oil deliberately enables and encourages the domesticoil 
industry to speed up the verb depletion of domestic oil 
reserves that supposedly prompted the poliqmakers' 
concern in the first place: a paradoxical policy David 
Brower had called "strength through exhaustion." If 
depletion is a problem, the solution isn't to deplete 

IN T H E  TRANSPORTATION AREA, FUEL-EFFICIENT 

VEHICLES ARE ONLY HALF O F  WHAT'S NEEDED: 

SliSTAINABLE LONG-RUN SOURCES OF FUEL ARE 

NECESSARY, TOO. 

.- 

faster, but to use what we have more efficiently, and 
thus buy the time to build a sustainable postpetroleum 
energy system. 

Energy efficiency is especially vital in transporta- 
tion: No supply option makes sense for long with a 20- 
or 30-mpg car fleet. Yet even cost-effective efficiency 
(perhaps around 60 to 80 mpg for cars and analogously 
for other vehicles) is only half of what's needed: 
Sustainable long-run sources of fuel are necessary, too. 
Efficiency can both make those sources viable and buy 
the several decades needed to switch to them. While 
such long-run options as oil shale, tar sands, and coal 
synfuels cannot possibly compete, diverse biomass 
fuels do appear to provide a feasible, minimum-cost 
replacement for oil - the next-best buy after efficiency. 
With careful management to make farmingand forestry 
sustainable (now they are mainly mining operations), 
liquid fuels made from their wastes could probably run 
an efficient U.S. transportation system forever after.6 
Unlike fossil fuels - synfuels being the worst in this 
respect - such biofuels also would not endanger the 
earth's ~ l i m a t e . ~  

the future will save even more oil. All three steps - 
premise, inference, and conclusion - are false. 

DOE statistics through 1986, shewing nuclear and 
coal output in "primary" terms (i.e., the sicam they 
raise in boilers, rather than their electrical output, 
t-hieh is only one-third as large), show that energy 
savings have outpaced the combined contribution of 
coal and nuclear power by threefold since 1973, by 
fourfold since 1979, and by sevenfold since 1985. Of the 
total increase from 1973 to 1986 in national primary 
energy supply, savings provided 69 percent; coal, 15 
percent; nuclear power, 10 percent; and renewable 
sources, at  least 6 percent. (Renewables probably 
supplied about twice that much, but DOE stopped 
counting most dispersed renewable sources years ago, 
so we use here conservative official estimates8 showing 
that renewables now provide about 11 percent of the 
total U.S. energy supply and constitute the fastest- 
growing part. 

Coal and nuclear electric generation did save a good 
deal of oil that was formerly burned in power plants - 
but that oil can be saved only once. In 1973, the burning 
of oil generated 17 percent of U.S. electricity, and 
utilities burned 10 percent of all oil used nationwide, 
but by the 1984-86 period, these levels had plummeted 
to only 6 percent and 4 percent, respectively. Indeed, 
nuclear expansion since 1973 already has exceeded the 
oil available to be saved in power plants: At least 27 
percent of that expansion actually displaced not oil but 
coal, America's most abundant fuel. Today, electricity 
and oil are so nearly unrelated that a doubling of the 
price of oil would directly raise the average U.S. electric 
rate by only 1.5 percent. 

Worse, the type of oil saved by coal and nuclear 
power was nine-tenths "residual oil," a tar-like refinery 
byproduct hard to use for anything but  boiler fuel. Even 
if we ignore that important distinction and assume that 
every barrel displaced by coal and nuclear power would 
otherwise have been imported, DOE statistics show 
that if the coal and nuclear expansion of 1973 to 1986 
hadn'toccurred at  all, oil imports would have risen by, at 

Beware of insurance fraud most, 5 percent. 
T h e  oil displacement achieved by coal and nuclear 

plants came at a ruinous cost. From 1973 to 1986, the 

T h e  most commonly suggested form of "oil insur- 
ance" would, if bought, amount to insurance fraud: It 
wouldn't deliver on its promise and would, in fact, make 
matters worse. This fraud is the notion that producing 
more domestic coal and nuclear power is vital to 
keepingoil importsat bay. T h e  argument is, in essence, 
that coal and nuclear power plants have saved a huge 
amount of oil in the past, so building more of them in 

United States spent some $200 billion on coal and 
nuclear plants, plus more than Â£10 billion in direct 
federal subsidies.9 (Nuclear subsidies alone were 
running about $16 billion a year in fiscal year 1984. Per 
Btu supplied, that's about 80 times the level of subsidy 
to efficiency sources and nonhydro renewable sources, 
or about 200 times the subsidy to  efficiency sources 
alone. Yet so great was the cost advantage of efficient's 
improvements that they wiped nuclear power out of the 
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market anyway!) investment of $300 Company have actually done in recent ?cars. the 

billion i n  nuclear plants doesn't even count the cost of nation's long-term power needs \ \ ~ u l d  decrease by the  
those plants, with their equivalent of about 41 O~C-tho~~ar id-megawat t  (Chcr- 

-iccds, currently averages around 5 cents per kilowatt- nobyl-S~ZC~) plants per year, at an actual cost to the 
utility of 0.1 or 0.2 cent per kilowatt-hour. And that's 
still without employing many of the latest technologies 

' H I '  OIL TSMT COAL A N D  NUCLEAR I ~ O ~ ~ I X  S A V I ~  or delivery methods. 

COULD HAVE BEEN SAVED INSTEAD - AT A B O U T  Not only, then, are coal and nuclear plants the  

I PERCENT OF T H E  COST - BY T H E  MODESTLY slowest, costliest, and environmentally least attractive 

WIDESPREAD USE OF EFFICIENT LIGHTS, MOTORS, known ways to save oil; worse, America imports oil 

APPLIANCES, AND BUILDING COh4PONEMTS. 
today precisely because it bought these plants insteadof 
more energy efficiency. T h e  cost of these plants can be 

-.- 
measured in lost opportunities: T h e  S300-t billion 
spent on them could have been spent on rapid and 

hour - more than it cost if diey burned N~~ direct oil savings in vehicles, buildings, and factories. 

does it count any environmental costs, such as risks of T h e  reality of this competition for resources and 

climatic change from and bomb proliferation from attention is demonstrated by utility behavior. Man?- 

wclear  power.^^ E~~~ so, just [he own direct utilities built costiy new coal and nuclear plants chat 

investment of $200 billion - save what their own now make far more electricity than people want to buy 

advocates reekon to be about $14 billion a worth of at the high p"ces the utilities charge in an effort to pay 

oil -can hardly be termed a good deal. for the plants. Some overbuilt utilities, desperate to 
recover their costs, are now ordering their previous 
efficiency-promoting ' staffs to start marketing more 
electricity instead. As a result, the Electric Power 

Choosing the wrong option Research Institute estimates12 that some 35,000 mega- 
watts of new, on-peak demand will have been deliber- 

makes matters worse ately created by 2000. Thus, buying more power plants 
in a misguided effort to save oil not only retarded more 
effective oil savings, but also resulted in artificially 
boosting energy demand, and the strenuous efforts of 

T h e  however, a more fundamental point to be many utilities 10 prevent the completion of competing 
made: Even if oil burned in power plants hadn't been alternative-energv projects, many of them involving 
displaced by coal and nuclear power, weneedtz'thavekept renewable energy sources. ~~f~~~ its recent bank- 
on burning the oil. T h e  real alternative was and is using fuptw, for example, Public Service Company of New 
the efecfricity efficiently.̂  T h e  oil that coal and nuclear Hampshire rebuffed offers of independent power 
power saved could have been saved instead -at about 1 exceeding fin-e times its share of the 
~e rcen to f thecos t -b~ the  modestlywides~readuseof supposedly indispensable Seabrook nuclear plant, and 
efficient lights, motors, appliances, and building corn- costing less* 
ponents. This could have been completed, using 
utility-proven delivery methods, in just a few years, and 
still have left three-fourths of electric efficiency's 
potential untapped. Today, the potential is even bigger Best buys first 
and cheaper: Remarkable new technologies for raising 
our electrical productivity now make it possible to save 
three-fourths of all electricity used in the United States 
(i.e., the output of all the oil, gas, and nuclear plants, T h e  sad story of electric overcapacity has a wider 
and of most of the coal plants, too), at an average cost moral. After two previous oil shocks, the federal 
below 1 cent per kilowatt-hour. That's less than it costs government sought to spur supply, weaken environ- 
just to run a coal or nuclear plant, even if building one mental and procedural safeguards, and dispense lavish 
cost nothing. subsidies upon hopelessly uncon~petirive options. 

Nor are large, inexpensive electrical savings merely while treating efficiency improvements mainly with 
theories. If all Americans saved electricity as fast as the benign (or, lately, malign) neglect. Those  grandiose 
10 million people served by Southern California Edison supply schen~es collapsed of their own weight, strewing 
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fiscal wreckage across the land, while the market, 
noticing that energy can more cheaply be saved than 
made, cheerfully produced a gush of efficiency, drown- 
ing the supply industries in their own surpluses. 

Many of the most vocal participants in today's 
energy-security debate seem determined to repeat this 
mistake for a third time. Those who advocate (at least 
rhetorically) pursuing expanded energy supplies and 
increased energy efficiency must consider the risk of 
getting neither - through their debilitating competi- 
tion for resources-or, almost worse, the riskof getting 
both, and thereby bankrupting the energy industries, 
which cannot pay for expanding the supply without an 
even faster growth in demand. 

Furthermore, indiscriminately producing "more 
energy," without regard to kind, doesn't necessarily 
displace oil. Oil imports have risen recently even as 
most regions struggled with painful surpluses of 
electric capacity. T h e  two are not equivalent: It's 
impractical, or grossly uneconomical, or both, to use 
electricity for nonrail transportation or for heat - the 
uses that consume 96 percent of all oil. Electricity, after 
all, is an extremely expensive form of energy: T h e  1986 
average rate of 6.4 cents per kilowatt-hour is equivalent 
in heatcontent to buyingoil atSll0 a barrel,or about six 
times the world oil price. Electricity cannot provide 
heat six times as efficiently as oil; three or four times 
would be pushing the limits of practical technology, and 

ALL USES OF OIL CAN BE GREATLY REDUCED BY 

TECHNOLOGIES THAT COST FAR LESS T H A N  BUYING 

OPEC OIL TODAY, LET ALONE GOING T O  T H E  

ENDS OF T H E  EARTH T O  DRILL FOR MORE. 

Oil-saving opportunities 

W e  at Rh11 have developed perhaps tlic most detailed 
and up-to-date information available on new \jays to 
save electricity. Now we're starting to examine the 
analogous potential to substitute modern efficienq- 
raising technologies for oil. While the oil analysis is at a 
much earlier stage of development - we're attempting 
to do the kind of least-cost, all-options analysis that the  
far more resource-laden DOE has never doneI3 - our 
preliminary findingsi4 indicate an unexpected bo- 
nanza. For example: 

a factor of two is more realistic. New coal or nuclear 
plants would be about two to three times /(sy competi- 
tive still. And even in principle, electric cars cannot 
compete with efficient fueled cars. 

Fortunately, all uses of oil - the 4 percent (as of 
1985) burned in power plants, the 8 percent that 
directly heats buildings and water, the 25 percent 
directly used by industry, and the 63 percent that fuels 
vehicles - can be greatly reduced by technologies that 
cost far less than buying OPEC oil today, let alone going 
to the ends of the earth to drill for more. Just the savings 
available in American light vehicles, for example, are 
equivalent to discovering a new and inexhaustible 
domestic oil field bigger than the biggest in Saudi 
Arabia - one producing (not just extracting) some 5 
million barrels a day for a few dollars a barrel. 

Improving the car fleet by 1 mpg from the 1986 level 
of 18.3 mpg would eliminate 1985 imports of oil from 
the Persian Gulf. DOE assumesa 28-mpgfleet in 2010 
- slightly worse than the average new 1986 car, and 
exactly half as efficient as the most efficient Amer- 
ican-made 1988 model -and projects a "potentialn to 
achieve 39 mpg "with successful R&D [research and 
development] effort." Yet at  least seven manufac- 
turers' prototypes already have beaten 67 mpg. Volvos 
LCP-2000, for example, achieves a composite on-road 
performance of 71 mpg. It's reportedly a peppy, 
comfortable five-passenger model, meeting all safety 
and environmental standards with ease. Volvo is said 
to be ready to produce it on demand and estimates its 
extra production cost at approximately zero. A 71 -mpg 
US. car fleet would eliminate 1986 Gulf imports more 
than three times over. Furthermore, Renault's four- 
passenger Vesta 2 prototype has been measured a t  121 
composite mpg (101 in the city, 146 on the  highway), 
and the potential for further gains is far from 
exhausted. 

Today's most efficient commercial jetliners ( the 
Boeing 757, the Boeing 767, and the McDonnell 
Douglas MD-80) are 2.6 times as efficient as the 1973 
fleet and 1.4 times as efficient as  the 1986 fleet, and 
the next generation of aircraft will save another 404- 
percent. From the airlines' routine purchases of high- 
efficiency aircraft at  prevailing fuel prices, one can 
infer that the marginal cost of these airliners' fuel 
savings is a few dollars a barrel. 

Available technologies can save about 60 percent of 
hea~y-truck fuel and a comparable or larger fraction of 
light-truck fuel without affecting performance or 
safety. 

During 1980 and 1981, w o  National Laboratories 
showed a potential to save 50 percent of {Z.S. 
buildings' space-heating fuel at  an average cost of '510 
a barrel (in 1986 dollars), or 75 percent at $20 a 
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b a r r ~ l . ~ - ~  More rcccnr advances include commercially 
available super\vindo\i.s- insulating two to four times 
as well as triple glazing- the full use of which would 
save more oil and gas than Alaska now provides, at a 
cost of about S 2  to $3 a barrel. (Solar gain through 
such windows heats RMI's headquarters in tempcra- 
cures dropping as low as -47 degrees F). Thus,  
spending 1 year's US. military costs in the Persian 
Gulf to make American buildings more heat-tight 
would more than eliminate imports of oil from the 
Persian Gulf. 

T h e  same National Laboratories analysis was 
ridiculed for projecting a 30-percent savings in 
industrial fuel during the period from 1977 to 2000. In 
fact, that saving was achieved by 1985, at an average 
cost of a few dollars a barrel. A similar potential 
remains untapped. 

RMI has documented how modern technologies can 
save three times as much electricity as all US. oil- and 
gas-fired power plants now make, at zero net cost to 
society (because the measures would pay for them- 
selves via reduced maintenance costs). 

Since the costs of attainingsuch savings range from 
zero to about $10 a barrel (up to twice that for saving 75 
percent of space-Heating fuel), their average cost must 
be well under $10 a barrel -less than the cost of finding 
new domestic oil. Yet collectively, these and similar 
measuresappear to have a full practical potential to save 
about three-/our/h~ of alloilno's: used in the UnitedÃˆyta/es 
while providing unchanged or improved services - 
mobility, comfort. shaftpower, light, and the like. Tha t  
potential is equivalent to finding the hoped-for mean 
reserves beneath the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge 
(ANWR) every 9 months, forever - at no dry-hole risk, 
with great environmental and security benefits rather 
than damage, and at  an average cost less than one-third 
thatofANWRoil. Capturinga mereone-twelfthof that 
potential would eliminate the 1986 rate of US. oil 
imports from the Persian Gulf - a region where the 
direct costs of US. military force as of fiscal year 1985, 
not counting the associated risks of conflict, were 
running about $49.5 a barrel, 18 timesas much as for the 
oil itself.16 

Of course, how much of the potential is mwz//y 
capturedis a policy variable, but capturing a lot of it is 
evidently considered feasible by at least some industry 
experts: Among scenarios considered plausible by 
Royal DutchIShell planners is one with zero U.S. oil 
imports in 2000. T h e  first step in securing America's oil 
future is to consider how that result, or an even better 
one, can be achieved with confidence. 
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Policy implications 

I n  competitive sectors. such as industrv and dcrcgu- 
x e d  public transportation- market forces can continue 
to drive rapid efficiency giins. Buyingas much efFi- 
ciency as is cost-effective can be aided by modest 
federal information programs and R&D investments, 
and by prices that tell the truth. (Desubsidizing the 
entire energy sector would be a good start, and would 
save about one-fourth of the entire federal deficit.) But 
these market-driven savings do not work well in the 
public sector, in much (particularly low-income rental) 
housing, and especially in the most important area of 
all: light vehicles. 

Even in the early 1980s, when Americans paid (in 
effect) a heavy gasoline tax to OPEC, gains in car 
efficiency came mainly from federal Corporate Average 
Fuel Efficiency (CAFE) standards and gas-guzzler 
taxes, not price. Converseh; much of the  1986 dip in 
US. oil productiviv came from the administration's 
rollback of these standards. cutting car-efficiency gains 
to their lowest level since 1976. Tha t  rollback, carried 
through the next car fleet, will assuredly asizftcoil faster 
than either ANWR or the currently closed lease areas 
off the coast of California could jie/dit. Indeed, the 1986 
light-vehicle-standard rollbacks directls doubled 1985 
U.S. imports of Persian Gulf oil.17 

Gasoline taxes are the weakest possible signal to 

buy efficient cars, because most of the people who own 
the least efficient cars can't afford better ones; fuel cost 
is less than one-fifth of the total cost of owning and 
operatinga car; and efficient new cars tend to cost about 
as much more to buy as t h q c o s t  less to run, leaving the 
purchaser indifferent to efficiency over a range of 
perhaps 20 to 60 rnpg. 

T h e  resulting market failure is severe and can 
scuttle any chance of successful long-term oil policy It 
is so expensive, not the least in short-run military costs 
(such as the present S50+ billion peryearin the Persian 
Gulf), that correcting it by carefully targeted subsidies, 
which we generally dislike, would be a better buy. 
Balanced taxirebate programs or standards or both 
would also suffice, and could cost theTreasury nothing. 
Whatever their form, the purpose of these interven- 
tions should be to influence car-buying decisions 
strongly and directly. 

Federal standards (or. if  the federal government 
continues to abdicate its responsibility in this area, 
perhaps state or regional standards) are quick, cheap, 
and predictable. Other options also merit attention. 
President Carter proposed rebating gas-guzzler taxes 
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to gas-sippcr buycrs. 'Flic idea was dropped because no 
efficient American cars were then available; but nou 
they are, and C d ~ c b a t ~  combinations deserve an 
immediate new look. Existingcar excise and ownership 
taxes could become efficiency-based. Bounties for 
scrapping Petropigs and replacing them with very 
efficient cars (or with nothing), so as to maximize the 
mpg spread between them, are also highly cost- 
effective: Giving people a free 40+-mpg car in ex- 
change for a scrapped Brontomobile would be cheaper 
than building synfuel plants, none of which would ever 
be built without huge federal subsidies. Yet no such 
incentives have ever undergone serious federal analysis. 

These and related light-vehicle-efficiency policy 
initiatives are the crux of any coherent federal approach 
to insurance against oil risks. Yet inexplicably, policy 
remains overwhelmingly oriented toward costly, diffi- 
cult, slow, risky, supply expansions - options that are 
the eneniy of far cheaper, easier, faster, and surer 
investments to sustain and increase the 5-percent 
annual gain in oil productivity readily achieved during 
the period of 1977 to 1985. This lopsided emphasis on 
'worst buys firstn is dithering away the scarcest 
resource in the decades-long transition beyond oil: not 
dollars, not barrels, but time. 

yields continual "premium rebates" - net dollar .wv/nvs 
- totaling, by 2000. several trillion of today's dollars: 
enough, if the nation so chose, to pay off the national 
debt. 0 

1. Data presented here on historic energy and oil savings are from 
various issues of the US. Department of Energy's (DOE) Monthly 
Enern  Review, supplemented by standard sources, such as the 
Edison Electric Institute's Statisticall2arhookmd the Department 
of Commerce's Economf~ Indicators. Energy intensities are evalu- 
ated either by sector per unit of output. or in aggregate per unit of 
real Gross National Product (GNP), as indicated by the context. 
Most aggregate savings (reductions in ratios of energy or oil 
consumption to GNP) are due to technical improvements, less to 
compositional change, still less to behavioral change. There  is 
strongevidence that nearlyall of each kind ofsaving is irreversible; 
people do not deinsulate their houses when oil prices dip. This  
article'scalculationsare documented in deiail in a technical paper, 
"Drill Rigs and Battleships Are the Answer! (But What Was the 
Question?)," to be published by Westview Press later in 1988 in an  
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